
Effective 05/05/14

24 Hours - 617.969.9999 

WAITING POINTS FOR SHARED VAN SERVICE 

There are NO set pickup times for Shared Van Service at Logan Airport.  All arriving flights are monitored & vans circle the airport twice an hour. 
All vans have the words “Go Boston Shuttle” in green lettering on the side.  If you have waited more than 15-20 minutes and have not seen your 

van, please call us for an estimate on the next, available shuttle. Shared Van Service fares include everything except gratuity to your driver. 

Terminal A - Alaska Airlines, Delta Airlines, Delta Shuttle, Pinnacle, Sun Country:  Exit from baggage claim on the ground 
floor, cross over to the 2nd traffic island, look for the red sign that says “Shared Vans”.

Terminal B - Air Canada, US Airways, American, United, Virgin American, Frontier, Spirit:   
Exit from baggage claim on the ground floor & cross into the central parking garage.  Look for the red sign that says "Shared 
Vans". 

Terminal C - JetBlue, Cape Air:  Exit from baggage claim on the ground floor & cross over to Island #3.  Look for the red sign 
that says “Shared Vans”. 

Terminal E - Southwest, Porter, Airtran & ALL INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS (except Air Canada):  Exit from baggage claim 
on the ground floor.  Cross over to 1st traffic island and walk all the way to the right.  Look for the red sign that says “Shared Vans”.

South Station:  Please call us upon arrival as we are unable to monitor arriving buses & trains.  Exit South Station through the 
Atlantic Avenue side of the building.  The pickup location is in front of the taxi line.  

WAITING POINTS FOR PRIVATE CAR SERVICE & PRIVATE VAN SERVICE 
All arriving flights are monitored & private vehicles are available upon arrival.   

Private Service fares include everything including gratuity to your driver. 

Terminal A:  Exit the building from baggage claim on the ground floor and cross over to the 1st traffic island, looking for a sign that
says “Limo Pick Up”.  Private cars will have your last name on a sign at the vehicle.  Private vans will have “Go Boston Shuttle” in 
green lettering on the side. 

Terminal B:  
x Sedan & SUV:  Exit from baggage claim & proceed into the parking garage.  Look for a yellow “Limo Pick Up” sign which

is wrapped around a column.  Your vehicle will have your last name on a sign.

x Private Van:  Pickup is at the “Shared Van” pickup location.  Exit from baggage claim on the ground floor & cross into the
central parking garage.  Look for the red sign that says "Shared Vans".  Private vans will have “Go Boston Shuttle” in green
lettering on the side.

Terminal C:  Upper Level:  Cross over to 3rd traffic island and look for a sign that says “Limo Pick Up”.  Private cars will have your
last name on a sign at the vehicle.  Private vans will have “Go Boston Shuttle” in green lettering on the side. 

Terminal E:  Exit from baggage claim & cross two streets at the crosswalk into the parking lot.  Look for the glass booth with a 
sign reading “Limo Pick Up”.  Private cars will have your last name on a sign at the vehicle.  Private vans will have “Go Boston 
Shuttle” in green lettering on the side. 

South Station:  Please call us upon arrival as we are unable to monitor arriving buses & trains.  Exit South Station through the 
Atlantic Avenue side of the building.  The pickup location is in front of the taxi line. Private cars will have your last name on a sign 
at the vehicle.  Private vans will have “Go Boston Shuttle” in green lettering on the side. 


